
Common litter tray problems and what they mean

Marking or spraying
This is a cat’s way of communicating and involves 
depositing small volumes of urine on vertical objects 
of importance to the cat, such as doors, curtains or 
walls. The cat will back up to the area, may tread up 
and down with its back legs and its tail may quiver. 
Often they advertise like a billboard – the more traffic 
the better!

It is most common in male cats that haven’t been 
desexed. Desexing will reduce the behaviour by up to 
90%.

Anything that makes a cat anxious about its territory 
may also lead to spaying, including other cats in the 
house, neighbouring cats entering the backyard, 
visitors and changes in your routine.

Going to the toilet outside the litter tray
This is usually caused by a problem with the litter 
tray itself such as the type of tray, the type of litter, its 
location and cleanliness of the tray.

This cat often deposits large amounts of urine or faeces 
outside the litter tray and adopts a normal squatting 
position while doing so.

Showing signs of stress while going to the 
toilet
This is more unusual and usually means that your cat 
has a medical problem that needs attention. Signs of 
toilet stress include panting, excessive scratching of 
litter before or after going to the litter tray and passing 
unusual looking urine or faeces.

DOES YOUR CAT 
HAVE TOILETING 
PROBLEMS?

Going to the toilet is very natural, but for your cat there’s more to it 
than you might think. Cat’s urine and faeces carry information that 
is important for communication with other cats, and cats think we 
understand this information too!

       When your cat rubs its cheek against your leg, it is smearing you with 
           pheromones. These natural chemicals messengers transmit 
              information to other cats. Urine and faeces also contain 

pheromones which transmit information about the cat, its 
health and its home territory. Saying “I was here” increases your 

cat’s personal security, is calming and sends information to 
any visiting cats or other feline residents.



Solutions

Make the toilet more attractive

Rule out medical illness

Clean the area where they have 
eliminated where they shouldn’t

Change the nature of the location

Reduce anxiety and stress

Re-train them to use the tray

Know who the culprit is!
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